Abstract: Resource allocation (RA) in multi-cell OFDMA systems is very important for maximizing system throughput. Although sub-channel RA is optimal in terms of system throughput, more interest is given to chunk-based RA to simplify RA algorithms and minimize required signalling. In this paper, we propose a fairness-aware chunk-based RA algorithm for the downlink transmission of multi-cell OFDMA system with fractional frequency reuse (FFR) adoption. Simulation results reveal that our proposed algorithm outperforms two reference algorithms in the literature in terms of some system metrics such as average spectral efficiency (SE), users' fairness and cell-edge users' rates.
Introduction
Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) is exploited in modern wireless systems to permit wide-band data services [1] . Moreover, fractional frequency reuse (FFR) [2] is known for solving the co-channel interference problem encountered by cell-edge users in multi-cell universal frequency reuse systems. Thus, FFR divides the macro-cell coverage area into center-region with universal frequency reuse and edge-region with reuse factor less than one to minimize number of interferers. Many algorithms have been previously proposed to solve resource allocation (RA) problem on a sub-channel basis [3, 4] . However, RA on a sub-channel basis has two main drawbacks; higher complexity and large amount of channel information to be fed-back to the base-station (BS). Therefore, it is desirable to group a number of contiguous sub-channels into one chunk and RA is done on a chunk basis rather than sub-channel basis.
The main contribution of this paper is proposing a fairness-aware chunk-based RA algorithm for the downlink transmission of multi-user multi-cell OFDMA system with FFR adoption. We compare our proposed RA algorithm with two different algorithms. The first one [5] is a maximizing capacity two-step RA algorithm that firstly allocates different chunks among users based on only small scale fading channel conditions 1 , unlike our proposed algorithm that considers users geographic location during chunk allocation. Homogeneous power allocation and bit loading are then performed in a subsequent step to satisfy bit error rate (BER) constraint. The second one is the Round Robin (RR) which allocates chunks fairly among users regardless of their channel conditions. Both algorithms exploit the common concept of FFR for user differentiation during chunk allocation, but waste frequency resources on users under very poor channel conditions unlike our proposed algorithm. Although additional complexity is added by our proposed algorithm and signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) feedback is required at the transmitter 2 compared to the two reference algorithms, the increase in system average spectral efficiency (SE) and fairness among users would tolerate this price. 1 Authors assumed that this allocation methodology guarantees fairness 2 Modern wireless system such as LTE-A already includes SINR feed-back Fig. 1 shows a two-layer multi-cell OFDMA downlink system model consisting of 19 macro-cells of radius R, each with single antenna macro base-station located at its center. Center-region of each macro-cell is bounded by the FFR radius, R c , while edge-region is located elsewhere. Two different reuse factors of 1 and 1/3 are used for center-region and edge-region, respectively. Total system bandwidth B is divided equally into N orthogonal narrowband flat fading sub-channels. K active users, each with single receive antenna, are uniformly distributed within coverage area of the center macro-cell. M contiguous sub-channels are grouped into one chunk, denoted as c, c 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Cg, where C ¼ b N M c is the number of chunks in the system where bxc stands for the integer part of x. The normalized power frequency response channel vector associated with any user k over any chunk c, c ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; C from BS i is h i;k;c ¼ ½h i;k;ðcÀ1ÞMþ1 ; . . . ; h i;k;cM and h i;k;n ; n ¼ ðc À 1ÞM þ 1; . . . ; cM, is the frequency response of sub-channels belonging to chunk c. The corresponding channel magnitude, denoted as i;k;c , is obtained by
where ð:Þ H stands for conjugate transpose and i;k;c is independently and identically distributed 8i; k; c with unitary mean square, Eð 2 i;k;c Þ ¼ 1. The total encountered loss between BS i and user k, denoted as g i;k , is given by
ÀX =10 where d i;k is the distance in-between, X is log-normal shadowing in (dB) and σ is its standard deviation in (dB). Both center and edge region transmit powers are equally allocated among their corresponding chunks subject to the total transmit power constraint P max based on analysis in [6] . Moreover, any sub-channel n belonging to chunk c associated with user k is allocated the same power p k;n ¼ P C ¼ P E where P C and P E are the sub- channel power within center and edge areas, respectively. Chunk allocation is assumed to be globally known among all BSs. For any user k located in the center cell, the average power received on any sub-channel n within chunk c is given by P r ¼ P C : 2 1;k;c : g i;k if user k is center area user P E :
Gaussian approximation of fading coefficient in (3) is validated by the assumption that number of interferers for both types of users is larger than one. Therefore, average SINR for any user k over any chunk c, denoted as k;c , is given by
if user k is center area user
if user k is edge area user
where 2 is the variance of noise power. We assume that all sub-channels within any chunk use the same bit loading and adaptive l-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is exploited. For l-ary QAM modulation, the average BER encountered by any user k on any sub-channel within chunk c can be approximated as 
where L is the set of available QAM modulation levels. Then, the data rate transmitted on each sub-channel belonging to chunk c by any user k, r k;c , is given by r k;c ¼ log 2 l k;c if user k is center area user
The total rate achieved by any user k, R k , is given by R k ¼ P C c¼1 a k;c :M:r k;c where a k;c 2 f0; 1g is a binary parameter to determine chunk usage.
Proposed chunk-based RA algorithm
The proposed algorithm, described in details in Algorithm 1, is initialized by R k ¼ 0, 8k 2 and c ¼ ;, 8c 2 Ã where c is the user selected for transmission over chunk c. The first step is a round robin step that prevents starvation for users with poor channel conditions such that, successively, each user k 2 is allocated the chunk c opt with the highest channel magnitude among the set of chunks available in Λ. If the rate achieved on chunk c opt by user k 2 is above zero, the chunk c opt is assigned to user k, removed from the set of chunks Λ and the total rate, R k , is updated. Otherwise, the loop continues for the next user.
A fairness provision step comes next to allocate the remaining chunks in Λ. A set of candidate users, cand , is initialized by cand ¼ and the user k min ¼ arg min k2 cand R k is selected to enhance fairness implicitly. The user k min then selects the chunk with the highest channel magnitude, denoted as c opt , among the set Λ. If the rate achieved by user k min on the chunk c opt is above zero, c opt is assigned to user k min , R k min is updated and c opt is removed from the set of chunks Λ. Otherwise, user k min is removed from the set of candidate users cand as it will not achieve rate over any other chunk as long as it does not achieve rate on its optimal chunk. The algorithm is terminated either if the set of candidate users cand or the set of chunks Λ become a null set. If the set of chunks Λ is not empty at the algorithm termination, these chunks are considered in outage.
Simulation & results
We compare our proposed algorithm in terms of average system SE and fairness among users to the reference algorithm in [5] and the RR algorithm. Inter-site distance is 500 m, and bandwidth is 100 MHz divided into 1024 sub-channels. Pathloss exponent λ and shadowing standard deviation σ are 3 and 8, respectively. BER constraint is set to 10 À3 . Users are uniformly distributed within the whole coverage area of the center cell and number of users, K, is set to 8 [5] . Average transmit signal to noise power ratio SNR ¼
¼ 20 dB, and number of subchannels per chunk, M, is set to 12. Fig. 2(a) shows the average system SE per sub-channel against FFR radius ratio R c =R for the different algorithms. Results reveal that up to a specific radius ratio of 0.4, the algorithm in [5] has better performance in terms of average SE due to low co-channel interference (CCI) generated from neighbouring cells. As FFR radius increases, center-region area increases and therefore users encounter strong CCI which limits the increase of achievable rates as more chunks are considered in outage as explained in Fig. 2(b) . Fig. 2(b) shows the ratio of outage chunks at each algorithm termination to the total chunks against FFR radius ratio. For the algorithm in [5] , as FFR radius increases, more users are subject to strong CCI and more chunks are in outage. In contrast, our proposed algorithm achieves lower outage as it avoids wasting chunks on users suffering from strong CCI. If any user fails to achieve rate on its optimal chunk, it is useless to include it furthermore in chunk competition as explained in Algorithm 1.
We exploit Jain's fairness index (FI) 
fairness. Fig. 3(a) shows the FI of different algorithms against FFR radius ratio. Our proposed algorithm highly increases fairness compared to the two reference algorithms by considering the user with minimum rate during every chunk allocation. Our proposed algorithm provides 50% fairness gain compared to the algorithm in [5] for the same SE. For further comparison, cumulative distribution function (CDF) of rates per sub-channel associated with cell-edge users (i.e., users in edge-region) are shown in Fig. 3(b) at FFR radius ratio of 0:4 for fair comparison purpose. Our fairness-aware RA algorithm has clearly enhanced celledge users performance by considering users with the minimum rate. 
Conclusion
We have proposed a fairness-aware chunk-based RA algorithm for the downlink transmission of multi-user multi-cell OFDMA systems adopting FFR. Simulation results reveal that our proposed algorithm exceeds the two reference algorithms in terms of average system SE by avoiding wasting resources on users with poor channel conditions. Fairness among cell-edge users and other users rates has been also enhanced by considering users with the minimum rate during every chunk allocation.
